Figure 8.8. Ditched and nonditched sections of marsh are evident in this Massachusetts
salt marsh. Ditched areas (light green) are mowed for salt hay annually.

Excavation for resource extraction
(mining) has had minimal direct effects on
tidal wetlands; however, indirect effects
can be substantial. With the discovery of
phosphate in South Carolina’s tidal rivers,
marshes, and adjacent uplands in the late
1800s, mining took place in rivers and adjacent uplands and may have affected some
marshes. Today Florida’s inland wetlands
are major sources of phosphate for use in
fertilizers. Also in the late 1800s, hydraulic
mining for placer gold on the western slopes
of the Sierra Nevada in California caused
heavy sedimentation in the Sacramento
and San Joaquin Rivers, which both created extensive marshlands and impeded
navigation ( Kelley 1959). Required dredging
operations used the excavated sediments to
construct levees around tidal wetlands to
convert them to agricultural land.
That said, some types of marsh excavation may have beneficial effects. Marsh restoration techniques that involve excavating
marshes to re-establish shallow ponds for
colonization by widgeon-grass help com-

pensate for pools eliminated by mosquitocontrol grid-ditching.

Ditching
Tidal marshes were ditched for two main
reasons: initially for salt hay production and
later for mosquito control. The former use
probably did not produce as many ditches
as the latter and besides promoting salt
hay grass (Spartina patens) over smooth
cordgrass (Spartina alterniflora), the salt
hay operation appears to have had minimal
effect on salt marsh ecology ( Buchsbaum
et al. 2009). In the northeastern United
States, many, if not most, of the remaining
salt marshes are ditched ( Figure 8.8). Most
were grid-ditched in the 1930s for mosquito
control and to keep people employed during the Depression. Extensive ditching dries
out the marsh and drains depressions (e.g.,
pools and ponds) intercepted by ditches.
While altered hydrology is the most obvious
impact, ditching also influences sedimentation patterns, soil composition, interior
marsh elevations, vegetation patterns, and
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